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DIGEST/ABSTRACT

This article puts the spotlight on how practical musicians in earlier times were taught and learnt to think in a
musical context.

A hundred small points work together to produce a  very different reality from that which grew out of the 19thC.
tradition. The emphasis is on practical applications which can  empower the individual in learning situations today.

Major topics include Renaissance pedagogics; what music is; people and their functions; reading written notes;
improvising.

- Renaissance ideas to illuminate
musical learning & music-making today
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Preambulum -
Going forwards by looking back??!!
We live in modern times.
The world is complex, and it's competitive: there are
resources for some but not for everyone, interests often
conflict.  At the same time as the world offers
incredible possibilities for realising our potential, we're
surrounded by morals and customs, lawyers and
teachers, all telling us constantly what we may and
may not, should and should not do, think, believe...
And for many, simply surviving all of this is a grim
and serious business.
It starts from our very youngest days: just to survive
outside the womb each of us has to construct an image
of what the world looks like and how it works - on the
basis of hopelessly incomplete data. As we make new
discoveries, collect new data, we have to try to make
them fit into our current picture. When they don't, we
have two options: we can insist on the rightness of the
view of reality we have built up, and reject the data
that doesn't fit; or we can accept that the picture was
incomplete and has to be rebuilt.  Each of us
experiences these crises or crossroads a number of
times in our individual lives - if not more often, then at
puberty, at mid-life, and at retirement;  and we can see
the same process going on collectively in the history of
civilisation. Two examples could stand in place of

many, where a creative artist pushed outwards the
limits of his art to reach a new form of expression, and
was accused by the old school of destroying the beauty
of harmony which generations of great artists had
laboriously built up: the riot at the first performance of
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring  in Paris, and the bitter
storm of controversy surrounding  Monteverdi's new
madrigals in northern Italy.
I remember similar reactions - if less violent - being
expressed by a conservative older generation at the
'cacophony' of the Rolling Stones in the 1960s:  though
now it's rather clear that what was really upsetting
was not the music so much as the breaking down of the
old moral order - life was going out of control, as the
tradition of self-denial in the name of moral duty,
instilled at great personal cost by generations of
religious preachers and teachers, suddenly gave way to
the hippie ethic of 'if it feels good, do it'. Everyone had
to choose - reject the new data, or rebuild their view of
reality...  So much unnecessary anger and pain, because
they didn't understand Socrates' reality - that nothing
we say is true, but everything is a step towards what
might one day be seen to be true - because they felt
they had to have final answers, had to stand by what
they had previously believed in, had to identify
themselves with opinions and values they had
expressed.
We can be glad if it no longer takes a seven-year
apprenticeship to learn to play a handful of psalms on
the organ:   we can be glad if the traditionally 'male'
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principles of self-doubt, competition, intimidation,
threat, and punishment are no longer seen as conducive
to learning:  we can be glad if the abuse of power in
general, which Dickens described so clearly, is little
more than a memory in our own days: we can be glad if
'the subject to be learnt' is no longer a sacred tradition
to be transmitted from one grateful disciple to another,
the curriculum no longer more important than the
student.
We can glad if 'well-functioning students' is recognised
as the mark of effectiveness in teaching: if the 'female'
principles of self-awareness, co-operation,
encouragement, supportiveness, and expression of
appreciation, are no longer seen as weakness, but as
necessary conditions for healthy learning: if a
democratic group is the obvious working model: if the
learner's authentic experience is the teacher's field of
work.
We know that focusing on 'what you can do' is more
empowering than stressing 'what you should do', that
learning is going on all the time, that 'if the teacher
looks after the learner, the learning will look after
itself'.  We know that people learn in different ways,
that there are visual, auditive and kinesthetic learning
styles, that there are left-brain and right-brain thinking
styles, we may understand the value of
psychosynthesis to integrate our different person¾, of
self-paced learning, of whole-person education.
We are on the way to reaping the benefits of computers
in education, of interactive multimedia to involve all

the senses and the will, of the internet for unlimited
access. Students are becoming customers, and
education will soon be based on consumer power
rather than gracious charity: we live in an era of
choice...
We live in progressive times - what on earth can
medi¾val, renaissance or baroque pedagogics have to
offer??!!
Well, maybe it's been a bit too easy to throw the baby
out with the bath-water; in embracing the new
enlightenment, maybe we missed some of the sparks in
the old darkness.  Maybe some of the new discoveries
weren't so new; and maybe some of the old ideas
weren't worn out and irrelevant to the new reality.
If I'm now going to suggest that we can see everything in
pairs of 'opposites' which complement one another, it's
not to suggest that this is any final statement of truth:
it is rather that to simplify complex things in this way
can increase awareness. Often we haven't recognised
an assumption that we make, while bringing it into the
spotlight can stimulate us to say 'But why? Why not
the opposite?' The alternative which this generates may
be completely uninteresting and lead nowhere: but very
often it will be liberating, and show a way forward in
what has previously been seen as a problem situation...
Let's dig around a bit in things which have been long
forgotten, and see what we find in the way of insights
which liberate without loading us down with a lot more
things we 'ought to do'...

¦
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1. Renaissance Pedagogics
Each of the old authors has something special about
their approach which makes them worth quoting:  but
if I were to mention a few particular sources of
inspiration, they might be these...

♦  Aristoteles  for making things simpler by his 
systematic approach;
♦  Socrates  for his openness & questioning;
♦  Bo�thius  for his breadth of vision;
♦  Andreas Ornithoparcus  for his ability to express 
complex matters in a few words;
♦  Thomas Morley & Christopher Simpson  for 
making everything possible with their people-
friendly approaches, reflecting renaissance and 
early-baroque thinking, respectively;
♦  Charles Butler  for his way of bringing the ancient 
classical authors close to us, and for his historical 
overview of musical notation; 
♦   Marin Mersenne  for showing just how much there 
is to music;
♦  Maternus Beringer  for his empowering and 
unforgettable graphic visual displays of complex 
concepts.

The ideal was traditionally to combine skill in the
practice of music with knowledge of what it was all
about: we can quote the common view, first expressed
in the closing days of the Roman Empire by Anicius

Severinus Bo�thius, amplified in the Middle Ages by
Pope Johannes XXII, summarised in the early 1500s by
Andreas Ornithoparcus, translated by John Dowland
in the early 1600s:

He is called a Musitian,  which taketh vpon him the
knowledge of Singing by weighing it with reason ... and
wanteth neither speculation nor practice...

The Practitioner  of this facultie is called a Cantor, who
doth pronounce and sing those things, which the
Musitian by a rule of reason doth set downe. So that the
Harmony   is nothing worth, if the Cantor  seeke to vtter
it without the Rules of reason...

To whom shall I compare a Cantor  better than to a 
Drunkard  (which indeed goeth home,) but by which 
path he cannot tell.

The idea of filling a weighty 'Lehrbuch' with hundreds 
of detailed prescriptions and prohibitions, is more 
characteristic of a decadent era than an enlightened 
one: the idea of renaissance teachers was more to 
outline a few basic principles to help the intelligent 
learner find his way, rather than to describe every stick 
and stone alongside it...  

Thomas Morley establishes firmly the learner's
authentic experience as the point of reference
throughout his didactic dialogue. His story - thoroughly
enjoyable as a human document, and comparable with
Shakespeare's writing for literary elegance - starts with
the learner who is determined to seek out both the
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knowledge he is ready for, and his chosen teacher.  The
teacher is constantly at pains to validate the good
points of his student's essays, pointing out the elegance
of one thing, the clumsiness of another - and yet ready,
when a complex situation demands it, to end the
learner's confusion with a simple and authoritative ...
'no'.

The learner's name is Polymathes, indicating that he
embraces the study of many areas of knowledge;  and
when a second pupil joins the colloquium later in the
story, his name is Philomathes, the lover of knowledge
- and Master Morley shows so clearly that he
understands the pedagogics that make a lover of
knowledge, that - even though he was the most
influential of all my teachers - as I write of him I
actually feel tears of disappointment that I never got to
meet him personally.

The concepts of empowerment, and of learning by
doing, are also central in the inspiring pedagogics of

Christopher Simpson, who concluded his general
handbook on music with the unpretentious words

'by singing a man is made a singer,
by composing a man is made a composer'.

At the same time he showed a realistic view of his own 
skill as a teacher of improvisation, when he wrote:

'Playing ex tempore  to a ground ... is a perfection which 
some excellent Hands have not attained unto, as 
wanting those helps which should lead them to it; the 
supply of which want is the business we here endeavour.  
True it is that Invention is a gift of Nature, but much 
improved by Exercise and Practice...'

ÅÅÅÅ

¦

Teachers of improvisation: Christopher Simpson, 1667, Diego Ortiz, 1553
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2. What Music Is
Music is threefold:  
♦   Musica Mundana, or the harmony of the spheres
♦   Musica Humana, or Human Harmony
♦   Musica Instrumentalis, the music made with 
instruments, including the voice.

ÅÅÅÅ

Musica mundana was by some regarded as a
physical sound which only Pythagoras could hear;
others saw it as 'the consent of the heavens, the
knitting together of the elements, and the varietie of
times'. Most relevant today may be the idea that there
is a harmony in the seasons of the earth, in the effect
the moon and the planets have on one another and on
us, and a new generation of scientists like Lyall
Watson are showing that there is very much more to
such ideas than primitive superstition.  Our present
understanding in this area is not as well-developed as
it is in others:  but at least we are in a better position to
find such harmony if we are aware of the possibility.

ÅÅÅÅ

ÕMusica Humana, or Human Harmony, is the
concord of different elements in one composite whole,
where the spirit and the body meet, and the rational is
joined in harmony with the irrational, and where
consonance is resolved with dissonance in healing
harmony.'

Musica humana  can give us plenty to think about
today:  we can see the concept as the balance between
yin and yang, left- and right-brained thinking, the male

~
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and female principles. As well as bringing harmony
and resolving conflicts within the individual, it can
relate to harmony between individuals - remembering
that in music, as in life, harmony is not simply a
sequence of pleasant experiences, but the resolution of
the nice and the nasty in a healthy whole.

A musical composition is a metaphor, or rather the
embodiment, of an ideal human society:  the group is
perfect and complete as it is, each person has one
voice, everyone has a unique function and is needed to
complete the whole: the four basic voices of music are
identified with the four elements, earth, air, fire and
water.  But these functions are not fixed - voices can
change functions one with another, each can perform a
variety of tasks, so that the ideal of today's
psychosynthesis, the integration of an individualÕs
many inner voices, is here a reality.

ÅÅÅÅ
Musica Instrumentalis,  the music we hear with our
ears, is in its turn thought of in three parts, or stages of
complexity:

♦   contrapunctus simplex - note-against-note, as in 
a hymn or psalm
♦   contrapunctus floridus  - flowering counterpoint, 
with added ornamental notes
♦   musica po�tica, musica rhetorica  - adapting the 
notes to suit a text.

contrapunctus simplex

musica po�tica,
musica rhetorica

contrapunctus 
floridus 
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 By analogy with spoken rhetoric, with its  oratio pura
& oratio ornata,  we have on the one hand the plain
notes of a simple melody with consonant harmony;
while on the other we have the ornaments of
dissonance, artistically handled to enhance the
expression of a text.

By analogy with the cultivated behaviour of the
courtier, we find that the ideal attitude is a synthesis
of decorum,   a sense of the appropriate in every
situation, tempered by sprezzatura,   the 'noble
disregard' the master shows for the previously
accepted conventions.

Tomas Morley's Polymathes was not just an allegory,
but a reality:  renaissance
education covered all
subjects;  in music it
covered both 'setting and
singing' (composing and
performing), reading and
writing music, performing
from written notes and
improvising.  Singing is all
one: the basic gamut of
known notes covers the
range of a normal man's
voice, from bass through
tenor to a falsetto  alto,
about three octaves.

Musical education was based on singing first,
instruments came once the basics were established:
and that meant facility with all sorts of instruments -
instruction covered recorder (vertical flute) from which
the other wind instruments are accessible, clavichord
as the first keyboard instrument, and lute.
Specialisation arrived bit by bit: people were called
'organists' after 1500, specialised violinists made their
appearance around 1600, 'musical trumpeters' were
distinguished from the signalling sort after 1650, horn-
players after 1700, while the idea of 'an oboist' or
another other specialist woodwind player dates from
about 1750;  but even then it was normal for a
musician - professional or amateur - to be a polymath.

~
Today the idea of 'vocal music' and 'instrumental
music' refers to notes on paper:  earlier it referred to
the form of music-making - 'people singing', 'people
playing'.  The difference means that it's normal to play
from notes which have a text, and even to sing without
a text - e.g. to improvised syllables, or the names of the
notes - traditions which are alive and well in folk music
and jazz today, but which have been lost in 'art' music
since the 19th century.

~

~
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Today's musicians think of pitch as absolute, and in
practice take a piano as an unquestionable authority:
the song 'is' in such and such a key, the singer has to
adapt.  The older way was to 'tune the top string of the
lute as high as it will bear without breaking', to pitch
the song where it's comfortable to sing it. And of course
since pitch is relative, both instruments and people
could transpose without fuss.

~
Similarly with tuning: someone, or their instrument,
either 'is' or 'is not' in tune. The natural question,
'relative to what?' is too dangerous to be discussed.
Members of an orchestra accuse one another of
falseness in tuning; recorder teachers criticise their
pupils for making unpleasant noises; everyone knows
the feeling of intense discomfort and embarrassment,
and the human dissonance that follows. No-one points
out the acoustical facts of life: one is that a modern
orchestra uses three different tuning systems at once -
the woodwinds are built in equal temperament, the
violinists start off with Pythagorean fifths, and the
brass are based on natural tones - and of course the
three systems are mutually incompatible.  Another
inescapable fact is that if two flutes or recorders are
exactly in tune with one another, they cannot be in tune
with a piano; and if one flute is in tune with a piano, it
cannot at the same time be in tune with the other flute:
and unpleasantly dissonant extra tones are produced
as an unavoidable result.

Renaissance musicians knew the several alternatives,
understood and could discuss the differences between
them, and valued the remarkable effects of a tuning
system where a slight impurity in the 5ths is gladly
accepted for the benefit of pure 3rds.  To explore these
differences today, with singers who have used a piano
as their tuning model, is often experienced as healing.
The simple rule-of-thumb for a voice or any instrument
which can 'bend' its notes, like violin, flute or even
fretted viol, is to pitch the major thirds (e.g. E above a
C, A above an F) a little lower than the piano, until all
extraneous vibration ceases and you experience real
consonance;  minor thirds (F above a D, C above an A)
are higher by the same amount.

One can occasionally read today a recommendation to
raise the major 3rd in comparison with the piano, and
there are a few choirs which use this model:  this is to
take a step towards the Pythagorean tuning used in the
Middle Ages, whose 5ths are pure, and whose 3rds
were quite objectively and correctly described by the
monks as dissonant.



The difference between singing
techniques, now and then, has
been charted very thoroughly by
M. Uberti, after a study of
teachers' writings, anatomical
drawings and portraits. In bel
canto,  the style developed in
the 19thC. and used in an
extreme form e.g. by opera
singers today, the mouth is very
wide open, the larynx is low,
the vocal cords are rigid, the
volume is loud, homogenous
sound is valued at the expense
of understandable vowels. In
earlier singing, there are two
styles - camera  and capella,
adapted for a room and for
church acoustics respectively;
capella  style is louder than
camera,  which is essentially as
loud as speaking, otherwise in
both styles the mouth is as
wide open as when reasoning
with friends, the larynx is

higher, the vocal cords are more flexible, the
tongue touches the roots of the bottom teeth, giving a
compromise between homogenous sound and
understandable vowels.
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~
Notice that a modern singer or violinist uses vibrato
indiscriminately, as a constant element in creating the
sound:  and it is so wide that it changes the pitch of
the note to a noticeable degree: and the average width
of 'ambient vibrato' has increased noticeably even in
the era of sound recording - a pre-war vibrato was
significantly less wide than what is common today.  In
renaissance and baroque times, vibrato was used
selectively, as an ornament on long notes; and it was
narrow enough to be perceived as a single note.

Christopher SimpsonÕs
Ôclose shakeÕ answers the
same description:

Roger North, writing
around 1700, drew a
Ôwaived noteÕ ;  and
although anything we can say about how widely it
waves must be relative, we can see that it is plain for
the first third of its life, growing to a strong wave form
for the second third, dying to a weaker wave for the
last third.

~
¦
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3. People & Their Functions
ONE VOICE = ONE PERSON

Today's audiences are used to the idea of large choir
singing a renaissance madrigal, and it can be a very
satisfying experience for the person who enjoys that
way of making music:  but it's far from the thoughts
which were in the minds of their creators and first
performers, even up to the early 18th century, where
one voice in a piece of music is nothing but the
representation the voice of one person:  one cantus,  one
altus,  one tenor,  one bassus  - 'one-to-a-part'.

The original way means that clarity comes naturally,
rather than as the result of a lot of work.

Some modern performers are beginning to apply this
principle, and the difference is stunning; Joshua Rifkin's
performances of Bach oratorios and cantatas are one
example - one soprano, one violin, one trumpet, and so
on...

Large forces were certainly used in earlier times, but
only on very special occasions like a court wedding;
and until about 1700 they were used in a very different
way from the later approach of simply allocating more
people to each part in a tutti  or ripieno  section:  each
group was complete in itself, and placed separately
from the others, so that a madrigal might first be sung
by four singers, then played softly by four flutes, then

sung by four other singers and four viols at the same
time, from different places, and finally all together:
"cori spezzati",  spaced-out choirs for a 'spaced-out'
effect...

On a personal note: many people give as a reason for
choosing to sing in a choir rather than in a smaller
group, the fact that they don't stand out:  but personal
self-confidence actually grows once the dynamic of a
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smaller group becomes familiar, because it is evident
that each person's contribution matters.

Å
FITTING TOGETHER
PEOPLE AND PARTS

Nowadays it's quite common to start off with the idea
of performing a particular piece of music, and then
looking round for the right players or singers to do it
with:  you're a clarinettist who'd like to play the
Mozart clarinet trio, so you practice the part, and
invite a viola-player and a pianist who you hope are
good enough to play their parts, and not too good to
play with you...

If you discover the fact that the same work exists with
the title 'Sonata for harpsichord, with accompaniment
of violin and viola', you might get the idea that you can
be a little freer in your attitude to the notes, and still be
treating your historical source with respect...

We can say that the earlier the piece, the less rigid are
the ideas about how it might be performed.

~

The study of the way parts are put together (com-
position) shows us that - although all are needed for
the perfection of completeness - the voices of a piece of
music were not composed all at once, and all are not
equally important. A basic four-part piece starts life as
a melody, pure and simple, to be sung by a man as a
'tenor', a steady flowing stream;  to this is added a
second melody, dis-cantus,  'a song apart' perhaps for a
boy to sing in the upper octave; then a support is
added below them  (bassus),  and finally a voice is
added to fill in the empty spaces in the middle (altus).
So it follows that if you have fewer people than your
piece has written voices, you can simply leave some of
the written voices out, and the piece will often still
work perfectly well.

In a simple piece it's quite easy to see which parts were
composed first:  the two melody parts normally move
with 3rds or 6ths between them:  4ths are considered
dissonant between two parts, and 5th and 8ves empty
and pointless, at least more than occasionally.

As an example, we can look at the intervals between
the various pairs of voices, in this extract from the
popular Italian melody 'La Gamba':
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If we exclude the voices which have the 4ths (dissonant
when sounded with nothing underneath them), and
those which feature the empty 5th and 8ves, we can
see that we are left with tenor and cantus, with only
6ths between them: you and your friend take them.

If we have three people to sound their voices, we
would add the bassus.

Then there is a hierarchy where a singer would take a
more prominent voice than an instrumentalist, a bowed

string instrument or a wind instrument would take a
more prominent part than a plucked instrument.  The
bassus may be played by a monophonic instrument like
bass gamba, bassoon (Dulzian) or trombone; or it may
be played on a polyphonic instrument (keyboard, lute,
harp etc), whose player adds extra voices, either
improvised or a choice of the written ones. So if we
had a singer, a flute, a bowed string and a beginner on
the lute, we might give the tenor part to the singer, the
cantus to the flute, the bassus could be played on a
gamba, and the lute could fill in the altus.  With an
experienced lutenist, we would leave out the altus and
the lutenist would improvise ornaments on first one
part, then another.

People who can cover a variety of functions were the
rule rather than the exception, but if you, e.g. have
someone who has only sung bass and isn't yet ready to
try falsetto, you can certainly allocate a voice to the
bass part - and even add words if there aren't any...

~
In a five-part piece, it may be that what started off as
the tenor part has been put up an octave and called
cantus II;   that leaves room for two parts with a
'filling-in' function, tenor  and altus.

3333    4444    3333    4444    3333    4444    3333
6666    6666    6666    6666    6666    6666    6666
3333    8888    3333    8888    3333    8888    3333
4444    3333    4444    3333    4444    3333    4444
8888    5555    8888    5555    8888    5555    8888
5555    3333    5555    3333    5555    3333    5555

ccccaaaannnnttttuuuussss----aaaa llll ttttuuuussss::::
ccccaaaannnnttttuuuussss---- tttteeeennnnoooorrrr ::::
ccccaaaannnnttttuuuussss----bbbbaaaassssssssuuuussss::::
aaaa llll ttttuuuussss----tttteeeennnnoooorrrr ::::
aaaa llll ttttuuuussss----bbbbaaaassssssssuuuussss::::
tttteeeennnnoooorrrr----bbbbaaaassssssssuuuussss::::
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In this example from
Monteverde's Orfeo, t w o
players can get a satisfying
effect with  canto 1  and
canto 2,  or with either of
those and the bass.

With three players, two
canti   and basso.  Something
interesting happens with a
five-part piece and four
players: of course you can
add a fourth part - a l t o
rather than tenore,  to avoid
a wide gap between the
upper parts - but you get a
more balanced effect if you
have two people playing
from the bass line, one on a
monophonic instrument, or

voice, one on a polyphonic instrument.

~
Up to now we have considered simple pieces.  In a
more elaborate piece, like a madrigal or a motet, the
composer will have exchanged the parts for artistic
effect, so that each takes its turn at the principal
melody, changing to a supporting role a moment later;
to leave out a part in such a piece will be more
noticeable, but was still done, relying on an

accompanying instrument to supply missing harmonies.

~
If you have more people than parts, the first thing to
explore is the possibility of making up several complete
and independent 'choirs', such as a group of bowed
strings, a flute group with its bass, a group of singers.
Each of these is placed as a group - i.e. the singers
together, the flutes together -  rather than all the altos
together, all those with the bass part together.  One
'choir' might be an octave lower or higher than the
others, like an organist's 16' and 4' registers.  If possible
each group should have a polyphonic instrument - even
in 16th century music - and preferably several, so that
they complement one another, e.g. a harp and an organ
together, a small and a large lute together.

Å
WHOLE AND BROKEN CONSORTS

The basic idea is that a choir consists of members of
the same family - four singers, four flutes, four viols, a
group of cornetts and trombones, etc.  Sometimes the
different sounds are used simply for an agreeable
contrast, at others each is used with a special
symbolism, trombones to represent hell, and so on.

The 'broken' consort is one which uses instruments of
different sorts together:  the archetypal example is a
combination popular in Shakespeare's England, with
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violin, flute and viol providing the basic setting of two
melodic parts and a bass, complemented by two
plucked instruments, high cittern and low bandora, to
simply fill in the harmonies, the whole graced by a
virtuoso lute part which adds divisions and passaggi
covering the whole range of the instrument in the way
Agazzari describes so graphically.

~
If you don't have the right number of people for
complete choirs, you can make sure that any
incomplete ones still work on their own, as mentioned
above with fewer people than parts: for instance, with
eight people for the Monteverde ritornello,  you might
have a viol on each of the five voices, two flutes on the
two canto  parts, and a polyphonic instrument playing
full harmonies from the basso.

~
A 'double-bass' instrument, one sounding an octave
lower than the normal one, like a rankett, violone or
double-bassoon, also has a place in early music:  not as
the only bass to a choir at the normal 8' pitch, but as
extra reinforcement in the 16' register when all choirs
are playing together.

Å

WHO LEADS?

Cori spezzati  on a grand scale was one of the few
situations in which someone might beat time without
actually playing or singing - the idea of an orchestral
conductor with a baton dates from after 1800;
otherwise an instrumental ensemble was normally led
by the first violinist, a larger group with voices and
instruments was led from the harpsichord or organ -
the leader was very often the composer, of course.

In a smaller group it
is often a singer who
shows tactus,  t h e
beat ,  s ince the
in s t r ume nt a l i s t ' s
hands are busy.

In the Italian style
there are so many
s p o n t a n e o u s
impulses coming from
different directions
that it's often a completely open question whether any
one person is leading or not; while the Paris Op�ra,
with Lulli as primus motor,  was 'the only place in
Europe where someone has the sole job of beating time
with the stave, and the only place where no-one keeps
proper time... '

¦
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4. Reading Written Notes...
MUSICÕS ABC

Various approaches

There are many basic questions here, which merit a
fuller discussion than is possible in the present article.

Do we use original notation or modern transcriptions?
scores or parts? bar-lines or none?

One extreme view is that an 8-cylinder Porche is more
efficient than a horse-and-cart, the Mac OS and
'Windows' are more efficient than DOS; it's reversing
progress to learn an out-of-date system and it's not
realistic to expect musicians who are already highly-
literate in one notation to learn another which has
limited use;  this can lead to a note-picture which looks
more like the work of Stravinsky or Boulez than
Palestrina or Lasso.

At other extreme is the attitude that you don't redraw
the Mona Lisa  with a felt-tip pen and luminous colors
so that modern people can enjoy it leads to a decision
to use exclusively facsimile prints of the original
notation, however arcane the proportions and unclear

the handwriting may
be.

Various degrees of
compromise have

been used, from Giesbert's use of an F on the top line to
indicate a clef which sounds one octave lower than the
G-clef, through the musicologist's score with bar-lines
between the staves but not on them, to making a clean
copy of the original in the most user-friendly version of
the notation of its time.

But if we disagree on how deeply to delve into
historical authenticity, perhaps some of the main
points have more universal value:

~
Pitch

The pitch of notes is relative: 'C' is 'C' because we
decide that's where it's comfortable to sing it, 'D' is the
next note above and so on;

A clef is the visible name of the note with sits on that
line: it shows the first note of the basic ladder of notes
(Gr. scala ) of notes but we can put the ladder where we
want

The different clefs are always five notes from one
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another, and together cover the normal range of a man's
singing voice - about 22 notes including falsetto, which
means we need 11 lines to see them all at once;  and we
can choose any sub-set of five lines from that set of 11.

Indeed, we can use more or less than five if that's what
we need, e.g. six or seven for keyboard music:

four for plainsong:

and three for a little teaching example:

We can give the notes names, from the syllables of a

familiar stepwise melody, which uses different
syllables on different steps:
     ♦  'Sur le pont d'Avignon l'on-y-danse'
     ♦  'Rong se s�itis tchuh'
     ♦  'Doe a deer, a female deer, Ray...'
     ♦  and then the mediaeval hymn  ÔUt queant laxisÕ,
which gives us the syllables Ôut-re-mi...Õ

When we want to sing, from the written notes, a
melody which jumps about, we can first sing the notes
which would be in between the jumping notes - e.g.
using numbers, to sing 1 and then 5, we can sing, then
remembering the sounds of the first and last notes, go
from the one direct to the other '1-2-3-4-5 ... 1-5'.

Better still, we can sing the in-between notes in the
mind, silently

1-2-3-4-5

so that 1 and 5 are heard by the listener, 2-3-4 only by
the singer.

Or the learner sings 1-2-3-4-5, the teacher 1 - - - 5 ;
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and then vice versa.

Similarly with the syllables, whichever have been
chosen:  in Thomas Morley's version

~
Rythm

The basis of rhythm in poetry is the contrast between
long and short syllables; the basis of rhythm in music is
the contrast between long and short notes: and the
speed of the long note is related to the beating of the
heart.

A hand is beaten silently down-and-up in an even
rhythm, to mark a regular passage of long notes, seen
as 'the heart made visible': (illustration p.x) - even the
terms for down and up, arsis  and thesis,   were taken
directly from medical usage. One down-and-up
movement can be called a measure, the long note it
indicates can be called a measure-note.

One possibility is that the time of the long note can be
divided evenly into two, tempus ¾qualis, :  in that case
there are two short notes to the time of one long, and
the hand travels up half-way through the time of the
long note.

Another possibility is that the time of the long note can
be divided unevenly into two, tempus in¾qualis:  in that
case there are three short notes to the time of one long,
the 'down-beat' is worth two thirds and the 'up-beat'
one-third, so the hand stays down for two-thirds of
the time and up for one third of the time of the long
note, and travels up after two-thirds of the time has
gone.

A long and a short note together may make up the time
of one normal long, the short taking its time from the
end of the long:  so the normal pattern of
'LONG-LONG-LONG-LONG'
tales the same time as a variant such as
'LONG-short-LONG-short-LONG-short-LONG'.

The practical significance of this detail is enormous: it
means that there is no noticeable Ôthree-beatÕ in early
music, i.e. a marked second beat
of three: it just passes un
noticed, between the downbeat
and the up. Even when the
rhythm is Ôshort-LONGÕ, still the
hand moves down for two-
thirds of the time, up for one
third, as Maternus Beringer
shows:

These rythmic proportions can
be extended over different levels - as the long can be
divided into two or three shorts, so the short can be
divided into two or three 'half-shorts'.
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The names have everyday meanings, which help both
understanding and memory. Long - short - half-short -
smallest - half-the-smallest - rocket - half-a-rocket ...;
or, later, and starting in Germany, whole, half, quarter
etc.

In the same way that the position of the scale is
relative - 'do' or 'ut' or '1' can be wherever you decide to
put it, and the other notes follow suit in their normal
relationship - so the value of the measure note can be
whichever the musicians decide, and the other notes
follow suit in their normal relationship.  In the Middle
Ages, the long note was the measure-note; the short,

brevis  came in as measure-note about 1400, the
semibrevis about 1500; the shortest, minima,  around
1600; the half-shortest, semi-minima,  about 1700.
Since the speed of the measure-note was always
related to the beating of the heart, this doesn't mean
that music was getting faster, but rather that inflation
was taking place, each younger generation wanting to
use shorter notes as its point of reference.

Nonetheless, at each period, there were two standards
in use, the longer measure-note was associated with
older, slower or more serious music, the shorter
measure note with newer, faster, lighter styles.

Long and short syllables and notes may be the same as
strong and weak; or they may be different: and here we
have meat for a whole banquet of discussion...

We can recognise that the most complicated piece of
prose is made up of familiar elements in various
combinations; and  the most complicated rhythm can
be seen to consist of simple elements. If each element
becomes familiar one at a time, and associated with its
notation, the later job of reading mixed combinations
needs hold no terrors:
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PRESENTING THE NOTES ON THE PAGE

It has become normal today to print the notes of a
piece of music in such a way that the reader can see all
the parts together, aligned vertically one above the
other.  For a Beethoven Symphony or a Verdi opera,
this can seem natural, but we should recognise that this
is only one of several ways of doing things, each of
which has its own advantages:  and this way has only
been normal for some 20% of our 1,000-year-old
western music history.

Indeed, the names to describe this way of arranging the
notes are words of violence, and reflect the attitude of
experienced musicians to a practice which they
considered barbaric and necessary only for beginners.
The names come from the habit of using vertical lines to
show the one element which all the voices have in
common - the passage of time;   the Italian word,
'spartire'  is used of carving up dead meat: from this
comes 'partitura'  which has been borrowed in most
languages;  while the English word 'score' basically
describes the action of carving a stroke with a knife in
wood.  The English word 'bar-line' in its turn suggests
that the notes are imprisoned behind bars.

It is quite simply so that neither scores nor bar-lines
were commonly used in the performance of earlier
music:  and to approach the notes without them is like
swimming without water-wings, or the first time you

discover that your father's hand is no longer holding
the bicycle saddle... frightening at first, but a real
liberation once the fact is accepted.  The benefits
include a clearer view of a melodic phrase, and a more
subtle sense of rhythmic flow, where the delicate and
fluctuating rhythms of a text can appear free of the
regular stress pattern which has developed for
marching and waltzing, but which is less appropriate
to express the tenderer sentiments of a song of love or
a hymn of praise.

If not vertically aligned, nor joined by vertical lines,
then how?  Well, viewed horizontally the way they
sound, and aligned mentally by reading them one after
another, or by hearing them.  Sometimes the passage of
time is shown by a slightly wider space between groups
of notes which are sounded within one beat;

And after 1600, in music with a lot of fast notes and
no beams to join their tails, a little stroke might be
added by hand afterwards to show where the beat
falls, and a few Germans followed Praetorius' example
in having them printed in their music.
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The notes of earlier music can be
presented in many ways

♦  in separate books, with all the
songs for one voice in one book,
each singer hold their own book, a
player reads from a table, all facing
one another - nowadays called
"part books": usually small format:

♦  in one book with all the parts for one
song at the same opening and facing the
same way, read from a lectern or
propped up on a table, all sing/play
side by side facing the same way -
nowadays called "choir book" format:
usually folio size:




